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Abstract
Let G = (V,A) be a digraph. With every subsetX of V , we associate the
subdigraph G[X] = (X,A ∩ (X ×X)) of G induced by X. Given a positive
integer k, a digraph G is (≤ k)-half-reconstructible if it is determined up to
duality by its subdigraphs of cardinality ≤ k. In 2003, J. Dammak charac-
terized the (≤ k)-half-reconstructible finite digraphs, for k ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11}.
N. El Amri, extended J. Dammak’s characterization to infinite digraphs. In
this paper, we characterize the (≤ 6)-half-reconstructible infinite digraphs.
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1 Introduction
A directed graph or simply digraph G consists of a set V (G) of vertices to-
gether with a prescribed collection A(G) of ordered pairs of distinct vertices,
called the set of the arcs of G. Such a digraph is denoted by (V (G), A(G)) or
simply by (V,A). The cardinality of G is that of V . We denote this cardinal-
ity by |V (G)| as well as |G|. Given a digraph G = (V,A), the dual of G is the
digraph G∗ = (V,A∗) defined by: for x 6= y ∈ V, (x, y) ∈ A∗ if (y, x) ∈ A.
With each subset X of V is associated the subdigraph (X,A ∩ (X × X))
of G induced by X denoted by G[X]. The subdigraph G[V − X] is also
denoted by G−X. For x 6= y ∈ V , x −→G y or y ←−G x means (x, y) ∈ A
and (y, x) /∈ A, x ←→G y means (x, y) ∈ A and (y, x) ∈ A, x . . .G y means
(x, y) /∈ A and (y, x) /∈ A. For x ∈ V and Y ⊆ V , x −→G Y signifies that
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2for every y ∈ Y , x −→G y. For X,Y ⊆ V , X −→G Y (or simply X −→ Y
or X < Y if there is no danger of confusion) signifies that for every x ∈ X,
x −→G Y . For x ∈ V and for X,Y ⊆ V , x ←−G Y , x ←→G Y , x . . .G Y ,
X ←→G Y and X . . .G Y are defined in the same way. Given a digraph
G = (V,A), two distinct vertices x and y of G form a directed pair if ei-
ther x −→G y or x ←−G y. Otherwise, {x, y} is a neutral pair ; it is full if
x←→G y, and void when x . . .G y.
A digraph T = (V,A) is a tournament if all its pairs of vertices are di-
rected. A transitive tournament is a tournament T such that for x, y, z ∈
V (T ), if x −→T y and y −→T z then x −→T z. This is simply a chain
(that is a set equipped with a linear order in which the loops have been
deleted). Hence, we will consider the chain ω of non negative integers
as a transitive tournament as well as the chain ω∗ + ω of integers. A
flag is a digraph hemimorphic to ({0, 1, 2}, {(0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}), a peak
is a digraph hemimorphic to ({0, 1, 2}, {(0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 2), (2, 1)}) or to
({0, 1, 2}, {(0, 1), (0, 2)}) (see Figure 1). A diamond is a digraph hemimor-
phic to ({0, 1, 2, 3}, {(0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)}) (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Flag and peaks.
A prechain is a digraph that embeds neither peak nor diamond nor ad-
jacent neutral pairs. Clearly, a chain is a prechain. A proper prechain is
a prechain that is not a chain. A prechain which is a tournament is a
diamond-free tournament (that is simply a tournament with no diamond).
Call a finite consecutivity (resp. an infinite consecutivity), each digraph on
at least three vertices isomorphic to one of the digraphs gotten from a finite
chain, (resp. a transitive tournament of type ω, ω∗ or ω∗ + ω) such that
the pairs of non-consecutive vertices become either all full or all void. A
consecutivity obtained from ω or ω∗ is called also one-end infinite consec-
utivity. A cycle is any digraph isomorphic to one of the digraphs obtained
from a finite consecutivity on n ≥ 3 vertices by replacing the neutral pair
{0, n − 1} by (n − 1) −→ 0, where 0 and n − 1 are the initial and the final
extremity respectively, clearly every 3-cycle is isomorphic to the tournament
({0, 1, 2}, {(0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0)}). A near-chain is every digraph obtained from
a chain by exchanging the directed pair formed by its extremities. A 3-near-
3chain is a 3-consecutivity or a 3-cycle (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Diamond, 3-consecutivity, 3-cycle.
Given a digraph G = (V,A), we define an equivalence relation ≡ on V as
follows: for all x ∈ V , x ≡ x and for x 6= y ∈ V , x ≡ y if there is a sequence
x0 = x, ..., xn = y of vertices of G fulfilling that: either xi −→G xi+1 or
xi ←−G xi+1, for all i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}. If V 6= ∅, the ≡’s classes are called
arc-connected components of G. A digraph is said to be arc-connected if it
has at most one arc-connected component.
Given a digraph G = (V,A), a subset I of V is an interval of G if for
every x ∈ V − I either x −→G I or x ←−G I or x ←→G I or x · · ·G I. For
instance, ∅, V and {x} (where x ∈ V ) are intervals of G, called trivial in-
tervals. A digraph is indecomposable if all its intervals are trivial, otherwise
it is decomposable.
Given two digraphs G = (V,A) and G′ = (V ′, A′), a bijection f from V
onto V ′ is an isomorphism from G onto G′ provided that for any x, y ∈ V ,
(x, y) ∈ A if and only if (f(x), f(y)) ∈ A′. The digraphs G and G′ are then
isomorphic, which is denoted by G ≃ G′, if there exists an isomorphism from
G onto G′. If G and G′ are not isomorphic, we write G 6≃ G′. For instance,
G and G′ are hemimorphic, if G′ is isomorphic to G or to G∗. A digraph G
is said to be self-dual if G is isomorphic to G∗. A digraph H embeds into a
digraph G if H is isomorphic to a subdigraph of G.
Consider two digraphsG′ andG on the same vertex set V with v elements
and a positive integer k. The digraphs G′ and G are {k}-hypomorphic (resp.
{k}-hemimorphic) whenever for every subset X of V with |X| = k, the sub-
digraphs G′[X] and G[X] are isomorphic (resp. hemimorphic). G′ and G
are {−k}-hypomorphic whenever either k > v or k ≤ v and G′ and G are
{v− k}-hypomorphic. Notice that G and G′ are trivially {0}-hypomorphic,
however G and G′ are {−0}-hypomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic.
4A digraph G is {−k}-self-dual if it is {−k}-hypomorphic to G∗. Let F
be a set of integers. The digraphs G and G′ are F -hypomorphic (resp.
F -hemimorphic), if for every k ∈ F , the digraphs G and G′ are {k}-
hypomorphic (resp. {k}-hemimorphic). The digraph G is F -reconstructible
(resp. F -half-reconstructible) provided that every digraph F -hypomorphic
(resp. F -hemimorphic) to G is isomorphic (resp. hemimorphic) to G. The
digraphs G and G′ are (≤ k)-hypomorphic (resp. (≤ k)-hemimorphic) if they
are {1, ..., k}-hypomorphic (resp. {1, ..., k}-hemimorphic). The digraphs G
and G′ are hereditarily isomorphic (resp. hereditarily hemimorphic) if for
all X ⊆ V , G[X] and G′[X] are isomorphic (resp. hemimorphic).
Let G = (V,A) and G′ = (V,A′) be two (≤ 2)-hemimorphic digraphs.
Denote DG,G′ the binary relation on V such that: for x ∈ V , xDG,G′x; and
for x 6= y ∈ V , xDG,G′y if there exists a sequence x0 = x, ..., xn = y of
elements of V satisfying (xi, xi+1) ∈ A if and only if (xi, xi+1) /∈ A
′, for all
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The relation DG,G′ is an equivalence relation called the
difference relation, its classes are called difference classes. Let denote DG,G′
the set of difference classes.
The (≤ k)-reconstruction was introduced by R. Fra¨ısse´ in 1970 [15]. In
1972, G. Lopez [18, 19] introduced the difference relation and showed that:
Theorem 1.1 [18, 19] The finite digraphs are (≤ 6)-reconstructible (i.e: if
G and G′ are (≤ 6)-hypomorphic, then G and G′ are isomorphic).
In 2002, the (≤ 5)-reconstructibility of finite digraphs was studied by Y.
Boudabous [4]. For k ∈ {3, 4}, the (≤ k)-reconstructibility of finite digraphs
was studied by Y. Boudabous and G. Lopez [9] in 2005. In 1993, J. G.
Hagendorf raised the (≤ k)-half-reconstruction and solved it with G. Lopez
[16]: they proved that, if two digraphs G and G′ are (≤ 12)-hemimorphic,
then either G′ and G or G′ and G∗ are (≤ 6)-hypomorphic. From that, they
obtained in particular: The finite digraphs are (≤ 12)-half-reconstructible.
Y. Boudabbous and G. Lopez [10] showed that if two finite tournaments
T and T ′ are (≤ 7)-hemimorphic, then T and T ′ are hemimorphic. Con-
cerning the finite arc-connected digraphs, in 1998, J. Dammak [12] proved
that they are (≤ 7)-half-reconstructible. He also shown that finite digraphs
embedding a non-self-dual subdigraph of cardinality k, are (≤ k + 6)-half-
reconstructible, for k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} [12]. M. Pouzet [1, 2] introduced the
{−k}-reconstructibility. P. Ille [17] (resp. G. Lopez and C. Rauzy [21])
proved that the finite digraphs on at least 11 (resp. 10) vertices are {−5}-
reconstructible (resp. {−4}-reconstructible). Y. Boudabbous [5] improved
5that: for k ∈ {4, 5}, two {−k}-hypomorphic finite tournaments, on at least
k + 6 vertices, are hereditarily isomorphic. In 1998, Y. Boudabbous and J.
Dammak [7] introduced the {−k}-half-reconstruction and proved that: for
k ∈ {4, 5}, the finite tournaments with at least k + 12 vertices are {−k}-
half-reconstructible. In 2012, Y. Boudabbous and C. Delhomme´ [8] studied
self duality and introduced the notion of prechain. In 2003, J. Dammak
[11] characterized finite digraphs which are (≤ k)-half-reconstructible, for
k ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11}. After that, N. El Amri [14], extended J. Dammak’s
characterization to infinite digraphs. In the case of tournaments Y. Boud-
abbous, A. Boussairi, A. Cha¨ıchaaˆ and N. El Amri [6] characterized finite
tournaments which are (≤ k)-half-reconstructible, for k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}.
Let G = (V,A) be a digraph and I be a proper interval of G. We call con-
tracted digraph of G into I, the digraph GI = ((V −I)∪{I}, AI), where AI is
defined as follows: (x, y) ∈ AI if [(x, y) ∈ A∩(V −I)×(V −I)] or [x = I, y /∈ I
and ∃z ∈ I : (z, y) ∈ A] or [x /∈ I, y = I and ∃z ∈ I : (x, z) ∈ A]. More
precisely, GI is the digraph obtained from G by considering I as a vertex.
If G satisfies one of the following conditions, we say that G satisfies the
condition C∞
H1. G has at least an infinite chain interval.
H2. G has at least two one-end infinite consecutivity intervals.
H3. G has exactly a unique one-end infinite consecutivity interval I and
there is no isomorphism f from GI onto G
∗
I such that f(I) = I.
N. El Amri [14] proved that a digraph is non-(≤ 12)-half-reconstructible if
and only if it verifies C∞.
Given a digraph G with a non-self-dual finite subdigraph, Cdual(G) de-
notes the smallest cardinal of the non-self-dual finite subdigraphs ofG. From
Theorem 1.1, 3 ≤ Cdual(G) ≤ 6. In the case where G has no non-self-dual
finite subdigraph, we convine Cdual(G) =∞.
Clearly, all non-(≤ 12)-half-reconstructible digraphs are not (≤ k)-half-
reconstructible, for k ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11}.
Theorem 1.2 [14] Let G be a (≤ 12)-half-reconstructible digraph. The di-
graph G is non-(≤ 7)-half-reconstructible if and only if one of the following
conditions holds:
6K1. Cdual(G) = 3 and G admits at least two non-self-dual arc-connected
components which are intervals of type diamond-free tournament or
non-tournament prechain disjoint from any flag.
K2. Cdual(G) = 3 and G has exactly one non-self-dual arc-connected com-
ponent D0 which is a diamond-free tournament or a non-tournament
prechain disjoint from any flag, and there is no isomorphism f from
GD0 onto G
∗
D0
such that f(D0) = D0.
K3. Cdual(G) = 4 and G admits at least two non-self-dual arc-connected
components which are intervals.
K4. Cdual(G) = 5 and G admits at least two non-self-dual arc-connected
components which are prechain intervals.
K5. Cdual(G) = 6 and G admits at least two non-self-dual arc-connected
components which are diamond-free tournament intervals.
As each non-(≤ 7)-half-reconstructible digraph is not (≤ 6)-half-reconstructible,
we obtain our main result:
Theorem 1.3 Let G be a (≤ 7)-half-reconstructible digraph. The digraph G
is non-(≤ 6)-half-reconstructible if and only if one of the following conditions
holds:
L1. G has at least two intervals I1 and I2 which are non-self-dual diamond-
free tournaments and are not arc-connected components.
L2. G has exactly one non-self-dual interval I0 which is a diamond-free
tournament that is not an arc-connected component. Furthermore,
there is no isomorphism f from GI0 onto G
∗
I0
such that f(I0) = I0.
L3. Cdual(G) = 3 and G has at least two non-self-dual arc-connected com-
ponents D1, D2 which are intervals and either disjoint from any flag
such that Cdual(G[Di]) = 4, for i ∈ {1, 2}, or these intervals are
non-tournament prechain and each Di contains a vertex ai of a flag
{ai, bi, ci} with bi, ci /∈ Di and {bi, ci} is the directed edge.
L4. Cdual(G) = 3 and G has exactly one non-self-dual arc-connected com-
ponent D0 which is an interval being either disjoint from any flag such
that Cdual(G[D0]) = 4 or is a non-tournament prechain containing a
vertex a0 of a flag {a0, b0, c0} with b0, c0 /∈ D0 and {b0, c0} is the di-
rected edge. Furthermore, there is no isomorphism f from GD0 onto
G∗D0 such that f(D0) = D0.
7If the condition L1 of Theorem 1.3 is satisfied, necessarily I1 and I2 are
disjoint and nontrivial.
Also, in condition L3, the directed edge (bi, ci) is disjoint from Dj for
i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 starts with the case of arc-connected digraph,
it is developed in the next section. The general case is treated in section 3.
2 The (≤ 6)-half-reconstructibility of arc-connected
digraphs
Proposition 2.1 Let G be a (≤ 7)-half-reconstructible arc-connected di-
graph. The digraph G is non-(≤ 6)-half-reconstructible if and only if G
verifies conditions L1 or L2 of Theorem 1.3.
Recall some results which will be frequently used in this work.
Lemma 2.2 [18, 20] Let G and G′ be two (≤ 3)-hypomorphic digraphs, and
C ∈ DG,G′. Then,
1. G[C] is arc-connected and C is an interval of G and G′.
2. If G′[C] ≃ G[C] for each C ∈ DG,G′ , then G ≃ G
′.
Lemma 2.3 [4, 8, 20] Given an integer k ≥ 4 and two (≤ k)-hypomorphic
digraphs G and G′, and C ∈ DG,G′ , the following assertions hold:
1. If k = 4, then G[C] is either a consecutivity or cycle or a chain or a
near-chain or a proper prechain.
2. If k = 5, then G[C] is either a consecutivity or cycle or a chain or a
near-chain or a diamond-free tournament or |C| ≤ 6 and G[C] is a
self-dual non-tournament prechain.
3. If k = 6, then G[C] is either a consecutivity or cycle or a chain or a
near-chain or |C| ≤ 7 and G[C] is a self-dual prechain.
4. If G[C] admits no infinite chain interval, then G′[C] ≃ G∗[C].
From Lemma 2.3, we have immediately the following Corollaries.
Corollary 2.4 Given an integer k ≥ 4, two (≤ k)-hypomorphic digraphs G
and G′ such that G does not verify C∞, and C ∈ DG,G′ non-self-dual. The
following assertions hold:
81. If k = 4, then G[C] is either a one-end infinite consecutivity or a
proper prechain.
2. If k = 5, then G[C] is either a one-end infinite consecutivity or a
diamond-free tournament.
3. If k = 6, then G[C] is a one-end infinite consecutivity.
4. If G is a prechain, then G and G′ are hemimorphic.
Since the equivalence classes of DG,G∗ are the arc-connected components
of G, we have.
Corollary 2.5 Let k ≥ 3 be an integer and G be a digraph not verifying the
condition C∞, and D be a non-self-dual arc-connected component interval
of G.
1. G[D] and G∗[D] are (≤ k)-hypomorphic if and only if Cdual(G[D]) ≥
k + 1.
2. If Cdual(G[D]) = 5, then G[D] is a proper prechain.
3. If Cdual(G[D]) = 6, then G[D] is a diamond-free tournament.
4. If Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 7, then G[D] is a one-end infinite consecutivity.
Proposition 2.6 [12, 14] Given an integer k ≥ 5, G = (V,A) and G′ =
(V,A′) two (≤ k)-hemimorphic digraphs and C ∈ DG,G′ .
1. If C is different from its arc-connected component, then C is an inter-
val of G and G′ and, G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ k − 1)-hypomorphic.
2. Let I0 be a subset of C such that |I0| = Cdual(G). If G[I0] is non-self-
dual, then G′[I0] ≃ G
⋆[I0].
3. Given a subset I0 of V such that |I0| = Cdual(G) and G[I0] is non-self-
dual such that G[I0] ≃ G
′[I0], we have:
(a) If G[I0] is a flag such that C ∩ I0 6= ∅, then C is an interval of G
and G′ and, G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ k − 2)-hypomorphic.
(b) If k ≥ 6, then C is an interval of G and G′ and, G[C] and G′[C]
are (≤ h)-hypomorphic where h = max(Cdual(G)−1, k−Cdual(G)).
From Proposition 2.6, we obtain the next Corollaries.
9Corollary 2.7 Let k ≥ 3 be an integer, G and G′ be two (≤ 6)-hemimorphic
digraphs, and C ∈ DG,G′. G[C] and G
′[C] are (≤ k)-hypomorphic if and only
if Cdual(G[C]) ≥ k + 1.
Corollary 2.8 Let G and G′ be two (≤ 6)-hemimorphic digraphs and C ∈
DG,G′ . Let I0 be a subset of V , such that G[I0] is a peak or a flag and
G′[I0] ≃ G[I0].
1. C is an interval of G and G′ and G[C] unembed a flag.
2. If J0 is a flag, then G
′[J0] ≃ G[J0].
3. If C is adjacent at a flag J0, then G[C] and G
′[C] are (≤ 4)-hypomorphic.
Proof.
1. If C is different from its arc-connected component, Proposition 2.6
proves that C is an interval of G and G′ and, G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ 5)-
hypomorphic. If C is an arc-connected component, as G′[I0] ≃ G[I0],
then from Proposition 2.6, C is an interval of G and G′. In this case,
again from Proposition 2.6, if G[I0] is a flag such that C∩I0 6= ∅, then,
G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ 4)-hypomorphic, otherwise G[C] and G′[C] are
(≤ 3)-hypomorphic. In consequent, C is an interval of G and G′ and,
G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ 3)-hypomorphic. Thus, Corollary 2.7 implies
that Cdual(G[C]) ≥ 4. So, G[C] unembed a flag.
2. Let J0 = {a, b, c} such that a −→G b, b ←→G c and b · · ·G c. By
contradiction, we assume that G′[J0] ≃ G
∗[J0]. So, b −→G′ a. Thus,
there exists C0 ∈ DG,G′ such that a, b ∈ C0. As {a, b} is not an
interval of G[J0], then J0 ⊆ C0 which contradicts the first assertion of
this corollary.
3. As C ∩ J0 6= ∅ and G
′[J0] ≃ G[J0], from 3.(a) of Proposition 2.6, G[C]
and G′[C] are (≤ 4)-hypomorphic
Corollary 2.9 Let G = (V,A) and G′ = (V,A′) be two (≤ 6)-hemimorphic
digraphs and D be an arc-connected component of G. Let I0 ⊂ V , such that
| I0 |= Cdual(G), G[I0] is not self-dual and G
′[I0] ≃ G[I0].
1. If C ∈ DG,G′, then C is an interval of G and G
′.
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2. If D is not an interval of G, then DG[D],G′[D] has at least two equiva-
lence classes.
3. If Cdual(G[D]) = 3, then DG[D],G′[D] has at least two equivalence classes.
Proof.
1. If C is different from its arc-connected component, Proposition 2.6
proves that C is an interval of G and G′. If C is an arc-connected
component, as G′[I0] ≃ G[I0], then from Proposition 2.6 C is an in-
terval of G and G′.
2. If DG[D],G′[D] has one equivalence class, D ∈ DG[D],G′[D]. As G
′[I0] ≃
G[I0], then from Proposition 2.6 D is an interval of G and G
′.
3. IfDG[D],G′[D] has one equivalence class, D ∈ DG[D],G′[D]. SinceG
′[I0] ≃
G[I0] and | I0 |= Cdual(G) = 3, it follows from Proposition 2.6 that
G[D] and G′[D] are (≤ 3)-hypomorphic. So, from Corollary 2.7,
Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 4.
Lemma 2.10 [13, 14] Let G = (V,A) and G′ = (V,A′) be two (≤ 5)-
hemimorphic digraphs. If DG,G′ and DG∗,G′ have just one equivalence class,
then G is a chain.
Lemma 2.11 If a digraph G satisfies L1 or L2, then G is not (≤ 6)-half-
reconstructible.
Proof. In the two cases, we will construct from G a digraph G′ (≤ 6)-
hemimorphic and not hemimorphic to G.
Case L1. G has at least two non-self-dual intervals I1 and I2 which are
diamond-free tournaments and not arc-connected components.
• If G[I2] ≃ G
⋆[I1]. Let A = {I ⊂ V (G) : I is an interval of G and
G[I] ≃ G[I2]}. For Ii, Ij ∈ A we have Ii ∩ Ij = ∅. Suppose the
contrary, as each of the tournaments G[Ii] and G[Ij ] contains at least
a 3-cycle, then Ii 6⊂ Ij and Ij 6⊂ Ii. Thus, Ii−Ij 6= ∅ and Ij−Ii 6= ∅ and
therefore Ij − Ii and Ii ∩ Ij are two intervals of G[Ij ], which absurd.
Let G′ be the digraph obtained from G by replacing, every interval
isomorphic to G⋆[I1] by its dual. The digraphs G and G
′ are (≤ 6)-
hemimorphic. Indeed, let C ∈ DG,G′ . We have C is an interval of
G and G′ such that |C| = 1 or, G[C] ≃ G⋆[I1] and G
′[C] ≃ G[I1].
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As G[C] is a diamond-free tournament, G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ 5)-
hypomorphic. So, for all X ⊂ V such that |X| ≤ 6, if X ⊂ C,
G′[X] ≃ G⋆[X] otherwise G′[X] ≃ G[X]. Clearly, G has intervals of
type G[I1] and G
∗[I1] but G
′ has only intervals of type G[I1], then G
′
and G are not hemimorphic.
• If G[I2] is isomorphic to G[I1], from the first case, we may assume
that G has no interval isomorphic to G⋆[I1]. Clearly, the digraph G
′
obtained from G by replacing G[I1] by its dual is not hemimorphic to
G.
• IfG[I2] andG[I1] are not hemimorphic, from the two previous cases, we
may suppose that G has no interval distinct from I1 and I2 hemimor-
phic to G[I1] or G[I2]. The digraph G
′ obtained from G by replacing
G[I1] by its dual is not hemimorphic to G.
Case L2. G has exactly one non-self-dual interval I0 which is a diamond-free
tournament and not an arc-connected component and there is no isomor-
phism f from GI0 onto G
⋆
I0
such that f(I0) = I0.
Let G′ be the digraph obtained from G by replacing G[I0] by its dual.
As G[I0] is not self-dual, G
′ is not isomorphic to G. It suffices to show that
G′ is not isomorphic to G∗, by contradiction let g be an isomorphism from
G′ to G∗. Necessarily, g(I0) = I0. So, g induced an isomorphism f from GI0
onto G⋆I0 such that f(I0) = I0 which is absurd.
Lemma 2.12 Let G = (V,A) and G′ = (V,A′) be two (≤ 6)-hemimorphic
digraphs such that G does not satisfy the condition C∞ and D be an arc-
connected component of G. Let I0 ⊂ V , such that | I0 |= Cdual(G), G[I0] is
not self-dual and G′[I0] ≃ G[I0].
1. Let C ∈ DG[D],G′[D], such that G[C] is neither a one-end infinite con-
secutivity nor a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament. If C is differ-
ent from its arc-connected component, then C is an interval of G and
G′, and G′[C] ≃ G[C].
2. If G[D] has no interval which is a one-end infinite consecutivity or a
non-self-dual diamond-free tournament and if DG[D],G′[D] has at least
two equivalence classes, then for every C ∈ DG[D],G′[D], C is an inter-
val of G and G′, and G′[C] ≃ G[C]. So, G′[D] ≃ G[D].
Proof.
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1. As C is different from its arc-connected component, Proposition 2.6
proves that C is an interval of G and G′, the subdigraphs G[C] and
G′[C] are (≤ 5)-hypomorphic. As G[C] is neither a one-end infinite
consecutivity or a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament, from Corol-
lary 2.4, G′[C] ≃ G[C].
2. Let C ∈ DG[D],G′[D], as C is different from its arc-connected compo-
nent, from the first item C is an interval of G and G′, and G′[C] ≃
G[C]. Therefor, from the second assertion of Lemma 2.2, G′[D] ≃
G[D].
Lemma 2.13 Let G and G′ be two (≤ 6)-hemimorphic arc-connected di-
graphs. If G satisfies neither the condition C∞ nor L1 nor L2, then G and
G′ are hemimorphic.
Proof. From Lemma 2.10, we may assume that DG,G′ has at least two
classes. Let C ∈ DG,G′ . From Proposition 2.6, C is an interval of G and G
′,
G[C] and G′[C] are (≤ 5)-hypomorphic. As G does not verify C∞, Lemma
2.3 proves that G′[C] ≃ G∗[C]. So, if for all C ∈ DG,G′ C is self-dual,
G′[C] ≃ G[C] then Lemma 2.2 implies that G′ ≃ G. Otherwise, there exists
a non-self-dual class C0 ∈ DG,G′ . From Corollary 2.4, C0 is either a one-end
infinite consecutivity or a diamond-free tournament.
• If C0 is a one-end infinite consecutivity, as G does not verify C∞, C0
is the unique one-end infinite consecutivity interval of G and there
exists an isomorphism f from GC0 onto G
∗
C0
such that f(C0) = C0.
Let C 6= C0 ∈ DG,G′ . Clearly C is not a non-self-dual diamond-free
tournament; otherwise, as G[f(C)] ≃ G∗[C], C and f(C) are two non-
self-dual intervals of G which are diamond-free tournaments and not
arc-connected components which contradicts the fact that G does not
satisfy the assertion L1.
• If C0 is a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament, from L1 and L2,
C0 is the unique non-self-dual diamond-free tournament interval of
G and there exists an isomorphism f from GC0 onto G
∗
C0
such that
f(C0) = C0. Clearly, for all C 6= C0 ∈ DG,G′ , C is not a one-end
infinite consecutivity; otherwise, as G[f(C)] ≃ G∗[C], C and f(C) are
two one-end infinite consecutivity intervals of G which contradicts the
fact that G does not satisfy C∞.
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From the two cases, for each C 6= C0 ∈ DG,G′ , C is neither a one-end infinite
consecutivity nor a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament. So, Lemma 2.12
proves that G′[C] ≃ G[C]. Therefor, from Lemma 2.2, there exists an iso-
morphism g from G′C0 onto GC0 such that g(C0) = C0. Thus, f ◦g is an iso-
morphism from G′C0 onto G
∗
C0
such that f ◦g(C0) = C0. As G′[C0] ≃ G∗[C0],
then G′ ≃ G∗.
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas
2.11 and 2.13.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 3.1 If a digraph G satisfies one of the conditions L3 or L4, then
G is non-(≤ 6)-half-reconstructible.
Proof. In all these cases, we will construct from G a digraph G′ (≤ 6)-
hemimorphic and not hemimorphic to G.
Case L3. G has at least G has at least two non-self-dual arc-connected
components D1, D2 which are intervals of G and either disjoint from any
flag such that Cdual(G[Di]) = 4, for i ∈ {1, 2}, or non-tournament prechains
containing a vertex joining two neutral pairs of a flag of G.
• If G[D2] ≃ G
⋆[D1], the digraph G
′ obtained from G by replacing, every
arc-connected component isomorphic to G⋆[D1] by its dual, is (≤ 6)-
hemimorphic to G. Indeed, for C ∈ DG,G′ , C is an interval of G and
G′ such that |C| = 1 or, G[C] ≃ G⋆[D1] and G
′[C] ≃ G[D1]. Thus,
for all X ⊂ V such that |X| ≤ 6, if there exists C ′ ∈ DG,G′ such that
|X ∩ C ′| ≥ 4, then G′[X] ≃ G⋆[X] otherwise G′[X] ≃ G[X]. Clearly,
G has intervals of type G[D1] and G
∗[D1] but G
′ has only intervals of
type G[D1], then G
′ is not hemimorphic to G.
• If G[D2] is isomorphic to G[D1], from the first case, we may assume
that G has no arc-connected component interval isomorphic to G⋆[D1].
The digraph G′ obtained from G by replacing G[D1] by its dual is not
hemimorphic to G.
• If G[D2] and G[D1] are not hemimorphic, from the two previous cases,
we may suppose that G has no arc-connected component interval dis-
tinct from D1 and D2 hemimorphic to G[D1] or G[D2]. The digraph
G′ obtained from G by replacing G[D1] by its dual is not hemimorphic
to G.
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Case L4. G has exactly one non-self-dual arc-connected component D0
which is either an interval disjoint from any flag such that Cdual(G[D0]) = 4
or an interval of type non-tournament prechain containing a vertex joining
two neutral pairs of a flag of G, and there is no isomorphism f from GD0 to
G∗D0 such that f(D0) = D0.
The digraph G′ obtained from G by replacing G[D0] by G
∗[D0] is not
hemimorphic to G. Indeed as G[D0] is not self-dual, G
′ is not isomorphic
to G. It suffices to show that G′ is not isomorphic to G∗, by contradiction
let g be an isomorphism from G′ to G∗. Necessarily, g(D0) = D0. So, g
induced an isomorphism f from GD0 onto G
⋆
D0
such that f(D0) = D0 which
is absurd.
Conversely, assuming that G = (V,A) does not verify L1, L2, L3, and
L4, we will prove that G is (≤ 6)-half-reconstructible. As G is (≤ 7)-
half-reconstructible, G is (≤ 12)-half-reconstructible. So, in the sequel, the
digraphs considered do not satisfy any of the conditions C∞, K1, K2, K3,
K4, K5, L1, L2, L3, and L4.
Lemma 3.2 If Cdual(G) ≥ 4, then G is (≤ 6)-half-reconstructible.
Proof. Let G′ = (V,A′) be a digraph (≤ 6)-hemimorphic to G. Let D be
an arc-connected component of G. Since Cdual(G) ≥ 4, D is an interval of
G and G′. From Proposition 2.1, G[D] and G′[D] are hemimorphic. If D is
self-dual, then G′[D] ≃ G∗[D] ≃ G[D].
• If Cdual(G) = 4, from K3, G has at most a non-self-dual arc-connected
component.
• If Cdual(G) = 5, Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 5. So, Corollary 2.5 proves that G[D]
is a one-end infinite consecutivity or a proper prechain. From the assertions
C∞ and K4, G has at most a non-self-dual arc-connected component.
• If Cdual(G) = 6, Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 6. So, Corollary 2.5 implies that D is a
a one-end infinite consecutivity or a diamond-free tournament. As G does
not verify none of the assertions C∞ and K5, G has at most a non-self-dual
arc-connected component.
• If Cdual(G) ≥ 7, then Corollary 2.5 proves that D is a a one-end infinite
consecutivity. The condition C∞ proves that G has at most a non-self-dual
arc-connected component.
In consequent, G has at most a non-self-dual arc-connected component
D0. Thus, if G
′[D0] ≃ G[D0], then G
′ ≃ G and if G′[D0] ≃ G
∗[D0], G
′ ≃ G∗.
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Lemma 3.3 Let G′ = (V,A′) be a digraph (≤ 6)-hemimorphic to G and I0
be a subset of V , such that G[I0] is a peak or a flag and G
′[I0] ≃ G[I0]. As-
sume that G has an interval M0 which is either a one-end infinite consecutiv-
ity or a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament. Let D be an arc-connected
component disjoint from M0. Then,
1. There exists an isomorphism f from GM0 onto G
∗
M0
such that f(M0) =
M0.
2. D has not an interval which is either a one-end infinite consecutivity
or a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament.
3. DG[D],G′[D] has at least two equivalence classes or D is self-dual.
4. G and G′ are hemimorphic.
Proof. Denote D0 the arc-connected component containing M0. We have
D 6= D0.
1. • If M0 is a one-end infinite consecutivity interval of G, from C∞, M0
is the unique one-end infinite consecutivity interval of G and there is
an isomorphism f from GM0 onto G
∗
M0
such that f(M0) = M0.
• If M0 is a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament.
If M0 is not an arc-connected component from L1 and L2, there is an
isomorphism f from GM0 onto G
∗
M0
such that f(M0) = M0.
If M0 is an arc-connected component from K1, and K2, there is an
isomorphism f from GM0 onto G
∗
M0
such that f(M0) = M0.
2. By contradiction, assume thatD has an interval I which is either a one-
end infinite consecutivity or a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament.
• If I is a one-end infinite consecutivity, as G[f(I)] ≃ G∗[I], I and f(I)
are two one-end infinite consecutivity intervals of G which contradicts
the fact that G does not satisfy C∞.
• If I is a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament.
If I is not an arc-connected component, as G[f(I)] ≃ G∗[I], I and
f(I) are two non-self-dual intervals of G which are diamond-free tour-
naments and not arc-connected components which contradicts the fact
that G does not satisfy the assertion L1.
If I is an arc-connected component, as G[f(I)] ≃ G∗[I], I and f(I) are
two non-self-dual intervals of G which are diamond-free tournaments
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and arc-connected components which contradicts the fact that G does
not satisfy the assertion K1.
3. By contradiction, assume that DG[D],G′[D] has a unique class and D
is non-self-dual. As D is the unique class of DG[D],G′[D], Corollary 2.9
implies, D is an interval of G and Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 4. As D has not
an interval which is either a one-end infinite consecutivity or a non-
self-dual diamond-free tournament, then D is not neither a one-end
infinite consecutivity or a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament.
• If D is adjacent at a flag J0 of G. Since Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 4 and D
is an interval, D contains only the vertex joining the neutral pairs of
J0. From Corollary 2.8, G
′[J0] ≃ G[J0], G[D] and G
′[D] are (≤ 4)-
hypomorphic. As D ∈ DG,G′ , from Corollary 2.4, G[D] is a non-
tournament prechain. As G[f(D)] ≃ G∗[D], D and f(D) are two non-
self-dual arc-connected components which are intervals non-tournament
prechain contains a vertex joining two neutral pairs of a flag of G,
which contradicts that G does not verify L3.
• If D is disjoint from any flag.
If Cdual(G[D]) = 4, as G[f(D)] ≃ G
∗[D], D and f(D) are two non-
self-dual arc-connected components disjoint from any flag such that
Cdual(G[D]) = Cn.s(G[f(D)]) = 4, which contradicts that G does not
verify L3.
If Cdual(G[D]) ≥ 5, then, from Corollary 2.5, G[D] is non-tournament
prechain disjoint from any flag. As G[f(D)] ≃ G∗[D], D and f(D) are
two non-self-dual arc-connected components which are intervals non-
tournament prechain disjoint from any flag, which contradicts that G
does not verify K1.
4. If D is not an interval, Corollary 2.9 proves that DG[D],G′[D] has at
least two equivalence classes. If DG[D],G′[D] has at least two equiva-
lence classes, as D has not an interval which is either a one-end infi-
nite consecutivity or a non-self-dual diamond-free tournament, then,
from Lemma 2.12, for each C ∈ DG[D],G′[D], C is an interval of G
and G′[C] ≃ G[C]. If D is an interval self-dual, from Proposition
2.1, G′[D] ≃ G[D] ≃ G∗[D]. From Lemma 2.2, there exists an iso-
morphism g from G′D0 onto GD0 such that g(D0) = D0. Besides, f
induced an isomorphism h from GD0 onto G
∗
D0
such that h(D0) = D0.
Further, using Proposition 2.1, G′[D0] and G[D0] are hemimorphic.
So, if G′[D0] ≃ G[D0], the isomorphism g proves that G
′ ≃ G and if
